Compact Truck or Trailer Mounted Pumps!
Explosives, Grouting, Oil Service and Water Well Drilling Rigs

seepex PC Pumps with the compact BN design will produce the same pressures as four-stage pumps, however, they are much smaller and less expensive than other designs. These pumps also use a standard hydraulic motor, so down time is minimal.

These pumps are used on oil & gas completion, water well drilling and grouting rigs. The pumps can also be used to pump explosive emulsions into drill holes for blasting. Combined with the innovative Smart Conveying Technology (SCT) or even wall stators makes seepex your best choice for hydraulic powered installations.

seepex Truck or Trailer Pump benefits:

- Hydraulic Motor
- Compact Design
- Conveying capacities: 500 USGPM
- Pressures: up to 360 PSI

seepex is ISO 9001:2008 certified
Hydraulic drive flow chart for relevant pump sizes